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Includes new books by:

RIVERS OF LONDON 07: ACTION AT A DISTANCE
(GRAPHIC NOVEL)

Sue Burke

AARONOVITCH, Ben; et al
Uncover Nightingale’s secret war service, in the newest Rivers of
London graphic novel.
Urban fantasy
PBK
$27.99

Genevieve Cogman
W L Goodwater
Peter F Hamilton
Marshall Ryan Maresca
Annalee Newitz
Claire North
Tade Thompson
Brent Weeks
… and many others.

All the books in this catalogue
are new books due for release in
November 2019.

XANTH 42: FIRE SAIL
ANTHONY, Piers
Fantasy

SORCERER ROYAL 02: THE TRUE QUEEN
TP

$34.95

WINTERNIGHT TRILOGY 03:
THE WINTER OF THE WITCH
ARDEN, Katherine
The conclusion of the wonderful fantasy trilogy, following The Bear
and the Nightingale and The Girl in the Tower (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

GHOSTER
ARNOPP, Jason
Horror

PBK

$22.99

PBK

$22.95

FOLK OF THE AIR 03: THE QUEEN OF NOTHING
BLACK, Holly
YA fantasy

TP

$19.99

CHRONICLES OF AMICAE 02:
THE MONSTROUS CITADEL

Because they are new books, we are at
the whim of the publishers and, to some
extent, the shipping companies – books
can sometimes arrive later (or earlier)
than, or occasionally be a different retail
price than originally quoted. Because
space is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject to
change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out – ASAP!

BURKE, Sue
Over two hundred years after the first colonists landed on Pax, a
new set of explorers arrives from Earth on what they claim is a
temporary scientific mission. The Earthlings think the humans are
in charge of the settlement, dismiss the Glassmakers as ‘pets’, and
fail to understand that the sentient plant, Stevland, is in charge. Even
as Stevland attempts to protect his humans from the intrusion, a
more insidious enemy than the Earthlings makes itself known. The
humans and the Glassmakers weren’t the only colonists on Pax,
and this new arrival has no desire for peace – only conquest. The
conclusion of the duology beginning with the fantastic Semiosis
(PBK, $22.99). Recommended.
Science fiction
HC
$42.99

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands
of books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy
to order anything if we don’t have it
on the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you can
post, phone, or e-mail your order. We
accept Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques
and Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage
(base rate), within Australia, is:
up to 500g: $8.95
500g to 1kg: $12.20
1kg to 3kg: $15.35
3kg to 5kg: $18.50
anything above 5kg
charged at Australia Post rates.
If your order is over $100, we recommend
adding Australia Post insurance, which is
charged at $2.50 per $100 of value.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron and Leanne

Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

SEMIOSIS 02: INTERFERENCE

GREAT LIBRARY 05: SWORD AND PEN
CAINE, Rachel
The adventures of the Great Library begin with Ink and Bone
(PBK, $16.99).
YA fantasy
PBK
$16.99

CLASSIC SCIENCE FICTION
CANTERBURY CLASSICS, Editors
Classic sf
PBK

$22.99

RING OF FIRE 28:
1636: FLIGHT OF THE NIGHTINGALE
CARRICO, David
Alternate history

TP

CLAYTON, Dhonielle
Now the queen hunts us, because we know the truth about the
rightful heir. Camellia murdered our princess and fled with her
sisters. The princess is still alive, and we’ll help her take back the
throne… A sequel to The Belles (PBK, $16.99).
YA fantasy
PBK
$16.99

INVISIBLE LIBRARY 06: THE SECRET CHAPTER

BOLENDER, Mirah
Thanks to the efforts of Laura and Okane, Amicae, City of
Sweepers, survived the Falling Infestation which nearly destroyed
it. While the ancient monsters have been beaten back for the
moment, new and more monstrous dangers face them – in the form
of belligerent bureaucracy, dangerous gangs, and grasping Sweepers
bent on personal glory… Laura and Okane must go to Rex, the
City of Kings, to reclaim the secret weaponry that keeps Amicae
safe – and come face to face with a horrifying truth about the Rex,
and their designs on all of Orien’s cities. A sequel to City of Broken
Magic (TP, $24.99), in a unique and fascinating new fantasy series.
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

If a book has sold out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order and
supply, when available.

CHO, Zen
When the Sorceress receives an ambassador from the Fairy Court,
which has incarcerated her friends – for supposedly stealing a
powerful talisman. Their Queen is at her most dangerous, fearing
for her throne. For the missing trinket contained the magic of her
usurped sister, Fairyland’s rightful heir. Mina must somehow find
Satki, break their curse and stay out of trouble. But if the true queen
does finally return, trouble may find her, first… The long-awaited
follow-up to Sorcerer to the Crown (PBK, $19.99), which we all
loved! Now in paperback.
Historical fantasy
PBK
$18.99

BELLES 02: THE EVERLASTING ROSE

GOLGOTHA 03: QUEEN OF SWORDS
BELCHER, R S
Fantasy

and smugglers, exiles and extremists. A refugee with strange
technological abilities searches for a place to disappear. An
ambitious young criminal plots the heist that could make or destroy
him. A corrupt minister harnesses the power of the past in a ruthless
play for complete control. And the wheels of another plan – as old
and intricate as the city itself – begin to turn…
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

COGMAN, Genevieve
The first in this great bookish fantasy adventure series is The
Invisible Library (PBK, $19.99). Recommended.
Fantasy
PBK
$18.99

SACRED THRONE 03: THE KILLING LIGHT
COLE, Myke
This 240pp Tor.com novella follows The Armored Saint
(PBK, $22.99) and The Queen of Crows (PBK, $19.99) and
concludes Heloise’s story.
Military fantasy
HC
$26.99

THE BEST OF GLEN COOK: 18 STORIES FROM
THE AUTHOR OF THE BLACK COMPANY AND
THE DREAD EMPIRE
COOK, Glen
Short fiction collection

HC

$55.00

THE HOBBITS OF TOLKIEN
DAY, David
Tolkien

PBK

$19.99

THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE
DICK, Philip K
SF Masterworks

UNDER THE NORTHERN SKY 02: THE SPIDER
CAREW, Leo
Roper, the Black Lord of the northern people, may have vanquished
the Suthern army at the Battle of Harstathur. But the greatest threat
to his people lies in the hands of more shadowy forces. In the south,
the disgraced Bellamus bides his time. Learning that the young
Lord Roper is planning to invade the southern lands, Bellamus
conspires with his Queen to unleash a weapon so deadly it could
wipe out Roper’s people, altogether… The sequel to The Wolf
(PBK, $22.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

$22.99

CHRONICLES OF GHADID 02:
THE IMPOSSIBLE CONTRACT
DOORE, K A
Thana has a huge reputation to live up to as daughter of the Serpent,
who rules over Ghadid’s secret clan of assassins. Opportunity to
prove herself arrives when Thana accepts her first contract on Heru,
a dangerous foreign diplomat with the ability to bind a person’s soul
under his control. She may be in over her head, especially when
Heru is targeted by a rival sorcerer who sends hordes of the undead
to attack them both. When Heru flees, Thana has no choice than to
pursue him across the sands to the Empire that intends to capture
Ghadid inside its iron grip.
Fantasy
TP
$26.99
DRAYDEN, Nicky
Earth is a distant memory. Habitable extrasolar planets are still out
of reach. For generations, humanity has been clinging to survival
by establishing colonies within enormous, vacuum-breathing space
beasts and mining their resources to the point of depletion. Rash,
dreamy, and unconventional, Seske Kaleigh should be preparing for
her future role as clan leader, but her people have just culled their
latest beast, and she’s eager to find the cause of the violent tremors
plaguing their new home. Defying social barriers, Seske teams up
with her best friend, a beast worker, and ventures into restricted
areas for answers to end the mounting fear and rumours. Instead,
they discover grim truths about the price of life in the void.
Science fiction
TP
$29.99

WILLFUL CHILD 03: THE SEARCH FOR SPARK

ALLIANCE-UNION – HINDER STARS 01:
ALLIANCE RISING

ERIKSON, Steven
Space opera

CHERRYH, C J & FANCHER, Jane S
James Robert Neihart, captain of Finity’s End – a huge fasterthan-light ship flown by one of the Merchanter Families – has
heard whispers of The Rights of Man and wonders at its design
and purpose, especially as Sol struggles to rival the progress of the
Farther Stars. Now, docked at Alpha, he must convince the crews
that there is more to The Rights of Man than meets the eye. Because
the reasons behind the creation of The Rights of Man, and its true
plans, could change everything – not just for Sol, but for the Hinder
Stars and the Beyond, itself.
Science fiction
TP
$37.95

LEOPARD PEOPLE 11: LEOPARD’S WRATH

THE CRYING MACHINE

RING OF FIRE: GRANTVILLE GAZETTE VIII
(ANTHOLOGY)

CHIVERS, Greg
The world has changed, but Jerusalem endures. Overlooked by
new superpowers, the Holy City of the future is a haven of spies

FEEHAN, Christine
Paranormal romance

PBK

PBK

$22.95

$19.99

SPECTRUM 26:
THE BEST IN CONTEMPORARY FANTASTIC ART
FLESKES, John (editor)
SF&F art

FRANK, Anita
England, 1917: Reeling from the death of her fiancé, Stella
Marcham welcomes the opportunity to stay with her pregnant sister,
Madeleine, at her imposing country mansion, Greyswick – but she
arrives to discover a house of unease and her sister gripped by fear
and suspicion. Before long, strange incidents begin to trouble Stella
– sobbing in the night, little footsteps on the stairs – and as events
escalate, she finds herself drawn to the tragic history of the house.
Aided by a wounded war veteran, Stella sets about uncovering
Greyswick’s dark and terrible secrets – secrets the dead whisper
from the other side
Ghost story
TP
$32.99

IN/HALF
FRELIH, Jasmin B
It is twenty-five years into the future, and a glitch in the global
communications network is ripping a previously united world apart
at the seams. The millennials find themselves hardest hit – among
them childhood friends: Evan, an addict and theatre director;
Kras, a family patriarch and ex-war-minister; and Zoja, an anarchist
poet. As they prepare to celebrate their fiftieth birthdays, the three
find themselves hurtling through a disconnected world filled with
the debris of past histories, as they desperately try and recapture
the magic of their former lives, and to hold on to some sort of
sense of belonging. A debut novel by a new voice from Slovenia,
now in paperback.
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

THE OCEAN AT THE END OF THE LANE
(ILLUSTRATED EDITION)
GAIMAN, Neil & HURST, Elise (illustrator)
A special Christmas edition of the bestseller, with illustrations from
Melbourne-based artist Elise Hurst.
Fantasy
HC
$45.00

THE WIND IN THE WALL
GARDNER, Sally & CAI, Rovina (illustrator)
Set in the hot houses of a stately home in eighteenth century
England, a gardener falls from grace, when the Duke sets him the
impossible task of growing prize pineapples fit to show off in high
society. A cautionary tale with echoes of myth and fairy tale, this
bewitching fable will make you careful what you wish for.
Illustrated YA fantasy
HC
$29.99

CHILDREN OF D’HARA 03: WASTELAND
(NOVELLA)
GOODKIND, Terry
The paperback edition of the third in the Nicci Chronicles,
Siege of Stone ($19.99) is also now available.
Fantasy
HC
$18.99

COLD WAR MAGIC 02: REVOLUTION
PBK

ESCAPING EXODUS
$33.95

THE LOST ONES

PBK

$79.95

ARCANE AMERICA 02: COUNCIL OF FIRE
FLINT, Eric & HUNT, Walter H
Alternate history
HC

FLINT, Eric & BOYES, Walter (editors)
Alternate history
PBK

$52.95

$22.95

GOODWATER, W L
Despite her wariness of the new and growing powers she gained in
Germany, Karen agrees to help an old friend and is drawn to Cuba, a
world of opulence run by a corrupt government and ruthless, magicobsessed mobsters. In Havana, while the fires of revolution kindle,
Karen searches for a missing girl whose fate is intertwined with
impossible and deadly magic. And she knows she’s being watched;
both the Soviets and the CIA have designs on this island paradise,
and their eyes are everywhere. Ron loved the first in this series,
Breach (TP, $26.99), to which this is a sequel. Recommended!
Urban fantasy
TP
$24.99

OF BLOOD AND BONE 02: A TIME OF BLOOD
GWYNNE, John
Demonic forces are gathering a mighty war-host, to crush their
enemies and rule the world of man. All while the Ben-Elim are
fractured and facing betrayal. Like heroes of old, Riv, Drem, and the
Bright Star’s warriors must battle to save their land. But can the light
triumph when the dark is rising? The sequel to A Time of Dread
(PBK, $18.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$18.99

SUNSURGE QUARTET 03: HEARTS OF ICE
HAIR, David
The third in the quartet follows Empress of the Fall and Prince of
the Spear (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

SALVATION SEQUENCE 02: SALVATION LOST
HAMILTON, Peter F
Feriton Kane’s investigative team has discovered the worst threat
ever to face mankind – and we’ve almost no time to fight back.
Some factions push for humanity to flee, to live in hiding amongst
the stars – although, only a chosen few would make it out in time.
But others refuse to break before the storm. As disaster looms,
animosities must be set aside to focus on just one goal: wiping this
enemy from the face of creation. ‘How far ‘space opera’ has come!
The Old Masters of sci-fi would admire the scope and sweep of
Salvation.’ – Wall Street Journal. Highly recommended!
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

DEEPLIGHT
HARDINGE, Frances
YA fantasy

TP

$24.99

THE COMPLETE SOOKIE
STACKHOUSE STORIES
HARRIS, Charlaine
For the first time together, in one volume, here is the complete
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short story collection, starring Sookie Stackhouse – with new
introductions from Charlaine Harris. Now in paperback.
Paranormal
PBK
$24.99

STARSHIP ALCHEMON
HINZ, Christopher
Far from Earth, the AI-guided vessel Alchemon discovers a bizarre
creature whose malignant powers are amplified by the presence
of LeaMarsa de Host, a gifted but troubled Psionic. The ship is
soon caught in a maelstrom of psychic turbulence that drives
one crewmember insane and frees the creature from its secure
containment. Now, Captain Ericho Solorzano and the survivors
must fight for their lives against a shrewd enemy that not only can
attack them physically, emotionally and intellectually, but which
seeks control of their sentient ship as a prelude to a murderous
assault on the human species.
Science fiction
PBK
$21.99

of the love of her life, and is driven by a singular and all-consuming
mission to make it back to him. In 2041, David flees with his
young daughter, Lou, from a war-torn Southern Europe plagued by
drought. They have been separated from their rest of their family
and are on a desperate search to reunite with them, once again,
when they find Signe’s abandoned sailboat in a parched French
garden, miles away from the nearest shore. Lunde’s previous novel,
The History of Bees, is also now available in paperback ($22.99).
Cli-fi
TP
$32.99

CHORUS OF DRAGONS 02:
THE NAME OF ALL THINGS

THE VIRAGO BOOK OF WITCHES

LYONS, Jenn
Kihrin D’Mon is a wanted man. Since he destroyed the Stone of
Shackles and set demons free across Quur, he has been on the run
from the wrath of an entire empire. His attempt to escape brings
him into the path of Janel Theranon, a mysterious Joratese woman
who claims to know Kihrin. Janel’s plea for help pits Kihrin
against all manner of dangers: a secret rebellion, a dragon capable
of destroying an entire city, and Kihrin’s old enemy, the wizard
Relos Var. The sequel to The Ruin of Kings (PBK, $18.99).
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

HUSAIN, Shahrukh
Fantasy

REBELLION CHRONICLES 01: SORCERY REBORN

A CATHEDRAL OF MYTH AND BONE: STORIES
HOWARD, Kat
Short fiction collection

TP

HC

$24.99

$32.99

JANE YELLOWROCK 13: SHATTERED BONDS
HUNTER, Faith
Urban fantasy

PBK

$21.95

STARVE ACRE
HURLEY, Andrew Michael
The worst thing possible has happened. Richard and Juliette
Willoughby’s son, Ewan, has died suddenly at the age of five. Starve
Acre, their house by the moors, was to be full of life, but is now a
haunted place. Juliette, convinced Ewan still lives there in some
form, seeks the help of the Beacons, a seemingly benevolent group
of occultists. Richard, to try and keep the boy out of his mind,
has turned his attention to the field opposite the house, where he
patiently digs the barren dirt, in search of a legendary oak tree.
Folk horror
HC
$29.99

FATE OF THE FALLEN
KADE, Kel
Fantasy

HC

$39.99

DARK INTERCEPT 02: DARK MIND RISING
KELLER, Julia
The third in this series, Dark Star Calling, is now also available,
in hardcover ($26.99).
YA science fiction
PBK
$14.99

KHORASAN ARCHIVES 03: THE BLUE EYE
KHAN, Ausma Zehanat
Follows The Bloodprint and The Black Khan (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
HC
$35.00

CARERRA 07: A PILLAR OF FIRE BY NIGHT
KRATMAN, Tom
Military SF

PBK

$22.95

SEASONS: ALL NEW TALES OF VALDEMAR
(ANTHOLOGY)
LACKEY, Mercedes (editor)
Valdemar

PBK

HC

$22.95

$26.99

THE VERY SHORT, ENTIRELY TRUE
HISTORY OF UNICORNS
LASKOW, Sarah
Fantasy

HC

THE MEMORY THIEF
MANSY, Lauren
Memories are currency that can be traded for goods, services, skills,
and experiences. A group of people – the Gifted – can steal and
redistribute memories. Etta is secretly one of them, but she hasn’t
used her Gifted abilities since she left the rebel Shadows; following
her mother’s accident, two years ago. But when her mother is again
in danger, Etta has no choice but to return to the underground
group… in order to complete her greatest heist and save her mother’s
life. In a place where nothing is what it seems, can Etta ever become
more than a memory thief?
YA fantasy
TP
$22.99

MARADAINE ELITE 02: SHIELD OF THE PEOPLE
MARESCA, Marshall Ryan
A sequel to The Way of the Shield (PBK, $21.95). Recommended!
Fantasy
PBK
$21.95

CORVIS REBAINE 01:
THE CONQUEROR’S SHADOW
MARMELL, Ari
Corvis Rebaine’s second adventure, The Warlord’s Legacy, has been
reissued alongside the first. Marmell’s more-recent gumshoe urban
fantasy novels are great, so give these older fantasy novels a go!
Fantasy (reissue)
PBK
$22.99 each

RENEGADES 03: SUPERNOVA
MEYER, Marissa
YA urban fantasy

SISTERS OF SHADOW AND LIGHT
LARSON, Sara B
YA fantasy

MCHUGH, Steve
After losing his powers in an epic battle between good and evil,
former sorcerer Nate Garrett finds himself living as a humble
human in Clockwork, Oregon. While the world thinks Nate is dead,
his friends continue to fight against Avalon, and the evil it’s intent
on spreading. The first in a series.
Urban fantasy
TP
$31.95

$24.99

EARTHSEA QUARTET COLLECTOR’S EDITIONS
(ILLUSTRATED)
LE GUIN, Ursula K & Vess, Charles
The second to fourth volumes of the Earthsea saga – The Tombs
of Atuan, The Farthest Shore, and Tehanu are now available.
Beautifully illustrated by Charles Vess, in the same style as last
year’s The Books of Earthsea: The Complete Illustrated Edition
(HC, $65.00). The collector’s edition of A Wizard of Earthsea,
released earlier in the year, is still available.
Fantasy
HC
$35.00 each

THE WAILING WOMAN
LEWIS, Maria
Good girls don’t talk back. Good girls don’t cry. Good girls don’t
scream. Sadie Burke has been forced to be a good girl, her entire
life. As a banshee, she’s the bottom of the ladder when it comes to
the supernatural hierarchy. Weak. Condemned. Powerless. Silent.
Yet, when a figure from her childhood unexpectedly arrives on
the scene, Sadie finds it harder than ever to toe the line. Texas
Contos is the son of their greatest oppressor. He’s also someone
she’s inexplicably drawn to, and as they grow closer, Sadie
begins to question what banshees have been told, for centuries,
about their gifts.
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

THE SUPERNOVA ERA
LIU, Cixin
Eight years ago and eight light years away, a supermassive star
died. Tonight, a supernova tsunami of high energy will finally reach
Earth. Dark skies will shine bright, as a new star blooms in the
heavens and, within a year, everyone over the age of thirteen will
be dead, their chromosomes irreversibly damaged. And, so, the
countdown begins. Parents apprentice their children and try to pass
on the knowledge they’ll need, to keep the world running. But the
last generation may not want to carry the legacy of their parents’
world. And though they imagine a better, brighter future, they may
not be able to escape humanity’s dark instincts… ‘China’s answer to
Arthur C Clarke’ – The New Yorker.
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

THE END OF THE OCEAN
LUNDE, Maja
In 2019, seventy-year-old Signe sets out on a hazardous voyage to
cross an entire ocean in only a sailboat. She is haunted by the loss

PBK

$18.99

THE STARLESS SEA
MORGENSTERN, Erin
When Zachary Rawlins stumbles across a strange book hidden in
his university library it leads him on a quest unlike any other. Its
pages entrance him with their tales of lovelorn prisoners, lost cities
and nameless acolytes, but they also contain something impossible:
a recollection from his own childhood. Determined to solve the
puzzle of the book, Zachary follows the clues he finds on the cover
– a bee, a key, and a sword. They guide him to a masquerade ball,
to a dangerous secret club, and finally through a magical doorway
created by the fierce and mysterious Mirabel. This door leads to a
subterranean labyrinth filled with stories, hidden far beneath the
surface of the earth. The magical new novel from the author of
The Night Circus (PBK, $19.99).
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

KILLING COMMENDATORE
MURAKAMI, Haruki
A thirty-something portrait painter in Tokyo is abandoned by
his wife and finds himself holed up in the mountain home of a
famous artist, Tomohiko Amada. When he discovers a strange
painting in the attic, he unintentionally opens a circle of mysterious
circumstances. To close it, he must complete a journey that involves
a mysterious ringing bell, a two-foot-high physical manifestation
of an Idea, a dapper businessman who lives across the valley, a
precocious thirteen-year-old girl, a Nazi assassination attempt
during World War II in Vienna, a pit in the woods behind the artist’s
home, and an underworld haunted by Double Metaphors.
Fiction
PBK
$19.99

THE FUTURE OF ANOTHER TIMELINE
NEWITZ, Annalee
‘Do you remember when we had the vote?’ In a world that’s just a
step away from our own, time travel is possible. But war is brewing
– a secret group is trying to destroy women’s rights, and their access
to the timeline. If they succeed, only a small elite will have the
power to shape the past, present, and future. Our only hope lies with
an unlikely group of allies – from riot grrls to suffragettes, their
lives separated by centuries – battling for a world where anyone can
change the future. A final confrontation is coming. Recommended!
Science fiction
PBK
$22.99

GIRLS OF PAPER AND FIRE 02:
GIRLS OF STORM AND SHADOW
NGAN, Natasha
Lei and her warrior love Wren must travel the kingdom to gain
support from the far-flung rebel clans. The journey is made even
more treacherous thanks to a heavy bounty on Lei’s head, as well
as insidious doubts that threaten to tear Lei and Wren apart from
within. Will Lei succeed in her quest to overthrow the monarchy
and protect her love for Wren… or will she fall victim to the sinister
magic that seeks to destroy her? The sequel to the excellent Girls of
Paper and Fire (PBK, $16.99).
YA fantasy
TP
$19.99

(continued)

WHISPER 02: WEAPON

BEYOND THE BLACK DOOR

NONI, Lynette
Lyss is left questioning everything she has ever believed. She is
certain about only two things: when it comes to Speakers, nothing is
ever as it seems… and the only person she can trust is herself. The
sequel to Whisper (PBK, $19.99).
YA science fiction
PBK
$19.99

STRICKLAND, A M
YA dark fantasy

NORTH, Claire
‘I was cursed in Natal, in 1884. I stood by, as a boy was beaten to
death by a mob. His mother cursed us all by truth and by blood,
but the shadow took to me, and we have been together since.’
The extraordinary story of an English doctor cursed by the mother
of a dying boy. Exploring themes of colonialism and guilt, Claire
North’s moving, thought-provoking and utterly gripping new novel
proves again that she is one of the most original and innovative
voices in modern fiction. Recommended!
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

THIS SPLINTERED SILENCE
TP

$19.99

THE BEST OF JERRY POURNELLE
(COLLECTION)
POURNELLE, Jerry & CARR, John F (editor)
Science fiction
TP

$33.95

DISCWORLD COLLECTOR’S EDITIONS
PRATCHETT, Terry
This last release includes Snuff (39) and Raising Steam (40). Also
available now is The Ankh-Morpork Archives – A Discworld
Anthology: Volume One (HC, $59.99), a full-colour book containing
completely revamped and redesigned material from Discworld
Diaries, across the decades; illustrated by Paul Kidby.
Discworld
HC
$27.99 each

THE NEW VOICES OF SCIENCE FICTION
(ANTHOLOGY)
RAJANIEMI, Hannu & WEISMAN, Jacob (editors)
Here are the rising stars of the last five years of science fiction,
including newcomers as well as already lauded authors.
Science fiction
TP
$37.95

SISTERS OF THE VAST BLACK
RATHER, Lina
Years ago, Old Earth sent forth sisters and brothers into the vast
dark of the prodigal colonies, armed only with crucifixes and iron
faith. Now, the sisters of the Order of Saint Rita are on an interstellar
mission of mercy, aboard Our Lady of Impossible Constellations –
a living, breathing ship which seems determined to develop a will of
its own. When the order receives a distress call from a newly-formed
colony, the sisters discover that the bodies and souls in their care –
and that of the galactic diaspora – are in danger. And not from void
beyond, but from the nascent Central Governance and the Church,
itself. This 176pp Tor.com novella has already had some great
customer feedback.
Space opera
PBK
$22.99

MISS PEREGRINE’S PECULIAR CHILDREN 04:
A MAP OF DAYS
RIGGS, Ransom
YA fantasy

PBK

$16.99

BLACK TIDE RISING 07:
THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS
RINGO, John & MASSA Mike
Military SF

PBK

$21.95

BODY TOURISTS
ROGERS, Jane
In this version of London, there is a small, private clinic. Behind
its layers of security, procedures are taking place on poor, robust
teenagers from northern Estates in exchange for thousands of
pounds – procedures that will bring the wealthy dead back to life in
these young supple bodies for fourteen days. It’s an opportunity for
wrongs to be righted, for fathers to meet grandsons, for scientists to
see their work completed. Old wine in new bottles. But at what cost?
Science fiction
TP
$29.99

FANTASTIC BEASTS: THE CRIMES OF
GRINDELWALD – THE ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
ROWLING, J K
Wizarding World of Harry Potter PBK

$19.99

COVEN 02: RECKONING OF FALLEN GODS
SALVATORE, R A
The winds of change are blowing upon Fireach Speur. Aoelyn risked
her life to save the trader Talmadge and it cost her everything that
is dear to her, but Talmadge survived and can’t forget the amazing
woman who killed a god. Little do they realise… war is coming
to the mountain. Far to the west, a fallen empire stirs. One that
sees a solar eclipse as a call to war. Their empire once dominated
the known world and they want it back. The sequel to Child of a
Mad God (PBK, $22.95).
Epic fantasy
PBK
$22.95

INFINITE STARS: DARK FRONTIERS
(ANTHOLOGY)
SCHMIDT, Bryan Thomas (editor)
Science fiction
HC

$29.99

STROUD, Carsten
SF thriller

PBK

$22.95

THE SNAIL ON THE SLOPE

THE PURSUIT OF WILLIAM ABBEY

OLSON, Kayla
YA sf thriller

HC

THE SHIMMER

$35.00

THE LAST DANCE
SHOEMAKER, Martin L
In space, mutiny means death – that’s why Inspector General Park
Yerim is taking her investigation so seriously. The alleged mutineer
is Captain Nicolau Aames, whose command of the massive Earth–
Mars vessel Aldrin has come under fire. The vast System Initiative
says he disobeyed orders, but his crew swears he’s in the right.
En route to Mars, Park gathers testimony from the Aldrin’s diverse
crew, painting a complex picture of Aames’ character: his heroism,
his failures, even his personal passions. As the investigation unfolds,
Park finds herself in the thrall of powerful interests, each pushing
and pulling her in a fiery cosmic dance.
Space opera
TP
$29.99

STRUGATSKY, Arkady & Boris
SF Masterworks
PBK

$22.99

BOOKS OF AMBHA 02: REALM OF ASH
SURI, Tasha
Widowed by the infamous, unnatural massacre at Darez Fort,
Arwa was saved only by the strangeness of her blood – a strangeness
she had been taught all her life to suppress. She offers up her blood
and service to the imperial family and makes common cause
with a disgraced, illegitimate prince who has turned to forbidden
occult arts to find a cure to the darkness hanging over the Empire.
Using the power in Arwa’s blood, they seek answers in the realm
of ash: a land where mortals can seek the ghostly echoes of their
ancestors’ dreams. But the Emperor’s health is failing, and a
terrible war of succession hovers on the horizon… The first in
this new series, Empire of Sand (PBK, $22.99) had some great
feedback from customers.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

TIME POLICE 01: DOING TIME
TAYLOR, Jodi
A long time ago in the future, the secret of time travel became
known to all. Everyone seized the opportunity – and the world
nearly ended. There will always be idiots who want to change
history. And, so, the Time Police were formed. An all-powerful,
international organisation tasked with keeping the timeline straight.
At all costs. Their success is legendary, and the Time Wars are
over. But, now, the Time Police must fight to save a very different
future – their own. This is the story of Jane, Luke and Matthew –
arguably the worst recruits in Time Police history. Or, very possibly,
three young people who might just change everything. The first in a
spinoff from the Chronicles of St Mary’s series.
Historical science fantasy
TP
$32.99

MADE THINGS (NOVELLA)
TCHAIKOVSKY, Adrian
Welcome to Fountains Parish – a cesspit of trade and crime, where
ambition curls up to die and desperation grows on its cobbled
streets like mould on week-old bread. Coppelia is a street thief,
a trickster, a low-level con artist. But she has something other
thieves don’t… tiny, puppet-like companions: some made of
wood, some of metal. They don’t entirely trust her, and she doesn’t
entirely understand them, but their partnership mostly works…
A 192pp Tor.com novella.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

WORMWOOD 03: ROSEWATER REDEMPTION
THOMPSON, Tade
The powerful finale of the award-winning trilogy, following
Rosewater and Rosewater Insurrection (PBK, $19.99 each).
Recommended!
Dystopia
PBK
$19.99

UNNATURAL MAGIC
WAGGONER, C M
Onna Gebowa is determined to become a great wizard. She can
write the parameters of a spell faster than any of the young men in
her village school. But despite her incredible abilities, she’s denied
a place at the nation’s premier arcane academy. Undaunted, she
sails to the bustling city-state of Hexos, hoping to find a place at
a university – where they don’t think there’s anything untoward
about providing a woman with a magical education… Onna is also
drawn into a mysterious, magical attack on a troll. Trolls have lived
alongside – and been revered by – humans for generations, but now
it appears they’re being targeted by a sinister sorcery…
Fantasy
TP
$26.99

PETER WATTS IS AN ANGRY SENTIENT
TUMOR: REVENGE FANTASIES AND ESSAYS
(COLLECTION)
WATTS, Peter
Collection

TP

$35.95

LIGHTBRINGER 05: THE BURNING WHITE
WEEKS, Brent
Fantasy

TP

$32.99

BOOKS OF THE RAKSURA 01: THE CLOUD ROADS
WELLS, Martha
Fantasy (reissue)

PBK

$22.95

TP

$35.95

THE GATHERER
WINTER, Colleen
Science fiction

ARTICLES OF FAITH 01: THE BLACK HAWKS
WRAGG, David
Life as a knight is not what Vedren Chel imagined. Bound by oath
to a dead-end job in the service of a lazy step-uncle, Chel no longer
dreams of glory – he dreams of going home. When invaders throw
the kingdom into turmoil, Chel finds opportunity in the chaos:
if he escorts a stranded prince to safety, Chel will be released
from his oath. All he has to do is drag the brat from one side of
the country to the other, through war and wilderness, chased all
the way by ruthless assassins. With killers on your trail, you need
killers watching your back. You need the Black Hawk Company –
mercenaries, fighters without equal, a squabbling, scrapping pack
of rogues. Prepare to join the Black Hawks. Perfect for fans of
Joe Abercrombie and Scott Lynch.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

BRIAR ROSE
YOLEN, Jane
This graceful retelling of the German folktale, Briar Rose – known
to some as Sleeping Beauty – sets the story amid forests patrolled by
the German army during World War II.
Holocaust fable (reissue)
HC
$22.99

